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Tracking of Sentence Rate (0.67 Hz)
- Only for attended speech
- Left temporal areas linked to language
- Significantly left lateralized

Tracking of Equation Rate (0.56 Hz)
- Only for attended speech
- Parietal and occipital areas linked to arithmetic
- Overlaps with language areas
- Significantly different to sentence tracking
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**Behavior: Deviant detection task**
- Mathematically incorrect equations
  - (‘three plus one is ten’)
- Semantically meaningless sentences
  - (‘big boats eat cake’)

Behavioral Accuracy vs. Cortical Tracking
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- Mostly left hemisphere
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**Equation TRFs**
- More bilateral
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Results: TRF Analysis

Sentence TRFs
• Mostly left hemisphere
• Temporal areas

Equation TRFs
• More bilateral
• Temporal, motor and parietal areas

Selective attention highlights differences in dynamics
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Decoding based on the dynamics at each cortical voxel
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Conclusions

- Equation & Sentence tracking only for foreground
- Differences in localization
- Correlated with behavior
- TRFs reveal differences in dynamics
- Reliable decoding of attentional state

Selective attention highlights these distinct processes
Cortical tracking may be related to improved comprehension or calculations
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